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Coupled magnetoexciton states between allowed 共“bright”兲 and forbidden 共“dark”兲 transitions are found in
absorption spectra of strained In0.2Ga0.8As/ GaAs quantum wells with increasing magnetic field up to 30 T. We
find large 共⬃9 meV兲 energy splittings in the mixed states. The observed anticrossing behavior is independent
of polarization, and sensitive only to the parity of the quantum confined states. Detailed experimental and
theoretical investigations indicate that valence band complexity does not play a role. We find that the excitonic
Coulomb interaction is a necessary condition for the anticrossing to occur, while the magnitude of the energy
splitting correlates with strain. In addition, we determine the spin composition of the mixed states.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.72.045340

PACS number共s兲: 78.20.Ls, 78.67.⫺n, 75.20.⫺g

I. INTRODUCTION

When energy levels of excited states are tuned to the same
energy, one can observe either crossing or anticrossing behavior, depending on the coupling character of the external
perturbations.1 If the coupling matrix element of perturbing
terms is nonvanishing, their corresponding wave functions
are mixed so that the crossing is suppressed and replaced by
anticrossing behavior. In semiconductor heterostructures,
valence-band complexity 共i.e., k · p interactions in confined
geometries arising from spin-orbit coupling兲 has been extensively investigated in GaAs-based quantum wells 共QWs兲 and
proposed as the main coupling mechanism.2–7 Due to the
relatively small heavy-hole–light-hole 共HH-LH兲 separation
and resulting close proximity of valence band manifolds, the
coupling of HH-LH exciton states in GaAs QWs can be substantiated through strong modifications of in-plane effective
masses8,9 and transitions that are nominally forbidden in a
simple two-band model can be observed optically.4–6,10
While a number of studies on valence-band complexity have
been reported for exciton-mixing in QWs, it is conceivable
that other mechanisms can also determine the nature of the
interaction. Recently, anticrossing involving bright and dark
excitons in single quantum dot molecules due to coherent
coupling between the states of the two dots has been
observed.11 In addition, large splittings of cyclotron resonance lines in AlxGa1−xN / GaN heterostructures have been
reported,12 however, the origins of anticrossing interactions
in high magnetic fields are not completely understood.
As a way to investigate whether exciton mixing is significantly influenced by other mechanisms, indium can be incorporated into the QW layer to induce strain. Since the lattice
constant of InxGa1−xAs QW is larger than that of surrounding
GaAs layers, a biaxial compressive strain is introduced. This
strain tensor can be decomposed into a uniaxial and a hydrostatic component. The hydrostatic component shifts the band
gap energies while the uniaxial strain induces large valenceband offset.13 Most importantly, the uniaxial deformation po1098-0121/2005/72共4兲/045340共7兲/$23.00

tential also lowers the LH energy relative to the HH energy,14
thereby reducing the hole-level coupling and its corresponding repulsive interaction between LH and HH subbands.9
Thus, one can minimize the effects of valence band complexity in InxGa1−xAs QWs and obtain discrete optical spectra of
HH and LH excitons in the high magnetic field regime. In
addition, QWs provide lighter in-plane masses of HHs than
that of LHs,7,15,16 and therefore the magnetoexciton sublevels
evolve differently in applied magnetic fields.3,8,17 Thus,
InxGa1−xAs/ GaAs QWs are ideally suited for exploring the
nature of the mixing interaction. Although several groups
have explored the nature of magnetoexcitons in bulk and
quantum well systems both theoretically3,17,18 and
experimentally,19,20 no studies have explicitly been directed
at the InxGa1−xAs/ GaAs system as a way to reduce the influence of valence band complexity.
In this paper, we report on the observation of coupled
states between forbidden and allowed interband transitions in
strained InxGa1−xAs QW structures in strong magnetic fields
共up to 30 T兲. A kind of mixed magnetoexciton state is found
in a system where the anticrossing between hole states itself
is suppressed. We show experimentally and theoretically that
the anticrossing does not arise from valence band complexity
but requires the presence of the Coulomb interaction. However, the magnitude of the energy splitting is larger than that
predicted by a simple model incorporating Coulomb interactions, indicating that other mechanisms such as axial 共inplane兲 strain also play a role.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we discuss
the experimental and theoretical methods used in our investigations. Magnetoabsorption and photoluminescence data
are presented in Sec. III. These data are compared with two
theoretical models, one which accounts only for valence
band complexity through the k · p interaction and one which
incorporates the Coulomb interaction. In Sec. IV, we analyze
the spin character of the mixed states. We summarize our
findings in Sec. V.
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Landau quantum number is always conserved 共N = M兲.

II. EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL METHODS
A. Experimental methods

Experiments were performed on two In0.2Ga0.8As/ GaAs
quantum well samples, consisting of 15 layers of 8-nm-thick
QWs separated by 15-nm GaAs barriers, grown by molecular
beam epitaxy at 430 ° C 共S1兲 and 390 ° C 共S2兲. To investigate the character of mixed states at low densities, absorption
measurements were carried out in In0.2Ga0.8As/ GaAs multiple quantum wells for − and + polarizations at 4.2 K. In
order to minimize sample-dependent effects, two samples
were studied to elucidate the common features of the exciton
mixing. Magnetic fields were applied perpendicular to the
QW plane. Care was taken to ensure that the planes of the
quantum wells were perpendicular to the magnetic field direction to better than 1°. Most of our experiments were conducted up to field strengths of 30 T using a resistive Bittertype magnet at the National High Magnetic Field Laboratory.
White light from a tungsten lamp was used as the excitation
source to investigate magnetoabsorption in the low carrier
density regime. Both excitation and collection were performed through an optical fiber at normal incidence to the
sample surface. In order to investigate exciton mixing at
higher carrier densities, we also performed magnetophotoluminescence on our sample as a function of excitation power.
For these experiments, a linearly polarized 150 fs, 775 nm
pulse from a chirped pulse amplifier 共Clark-MXR CPA2001兲 was focused through free space to a 500m spot on
the sample. Unpolarized PL was collected using a fiber optic
probe from the backside of the sample and examined as a
function of both magnetic field and excitation power.

1. Valence band complexity in the absence
of the Coulomb interaction

Our model for magnetoabsorption in a superlattice is
based on a modified eight band Pidgeon-Brown model explicitly incorporating pseudomorphic strain in the superlattice bandstructure. The details of the calculation can be
found in Ref. 22; we summarize the salient features here.
Eight Bloch basis states are separated into an upper and
lower set which decouple at kz = 0. Assuming that the magnetic field B is oriented along the z axis and working in the
Landau gauge, the bulk effective mass Hamiltonian is written as the sum of the Landau and strain contributions
共1兲

H = HL + HS ,

where the elements of HL are functions of the band gap Eg,
the modified Luttinger parameters,24 the Kane momentum
matrix element, and the magnetic length  = 冑បc / eB
= 冑ប2 / 2m0BB.25 The elements of HS are functions of the
strain tensor components and deformation potentials of InAs
and GaAs.
The envelope function of the effective mass Hamiltonian
共1兲 in the superlattice can be written as

冤 冥
Un,1,kz,共z兲n−1

Un,2,kz,共z兲n−2
Un,3,kz,共z兲n

Fn, =

ei共kyy+kzz兲 Un,4,kz,共z兲n
冑A Un,5,kz,共z兲n

,

共2兲

Un,6,kz,共z兲n+1

B. Theoretical methods

Two distinct theoretical approaches were taken to provide
a framework for analyzing our data. The first approach is
based on k · p theory and the Pidgeon-Brown model,21,22 explicitly incorporating the full valence band complexity but
not including excitonic effects arising from the Coulomb interaction. In the second approach, we use a treatment based
on the Bauer-Ando formalism3 but modified to be valid at
high magnetic fields.
For the discussions that follow, we use the high-field Landau notation to specify a quantum well exciton state in a
magnetic field 共as opposed to the low-field excitonic notation兲; for low-field–high-field correspondence, see, e.g., Ref.
23. Each state has four indices, i.e., N, M, ne, and nh 共or nl兲.
Here N and M are electron and hole Landau quantum numbers, respectively 共N , M = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . 兲. The electron and HH
共LH兲 QW energy levels are denoted by ne and nh 共nl兲. For the
present work, the most relevant QW level indices are ne = 1
and 2, nh = 1, 2, and 3, and nl = 1. For convenience, we neglect the spin index and center-of-mass momentum of each
magnetoexciton state. We denote bright 共i.e., optically active兲
HH 共LH兲 exciton states 兩N , M , ne , nh共nl兲典 = 兩N , N , n , n典 as HnN
共LnN兲 and dark 共i.e., optically inactive兲 HH exciton states
兩N , M , ne , nh典 = 兩N , N , 1 , nh共⫽1兲典 as DnN. Thus, all the dark
states we are considering here are associated with ne = 1 electrons; note also that within the spherical approximation the

Un,7,kz,共z兲n−1

Un,8,kz,共z兲n−1

where n is the Landau quantum number associated with the
Hamiltonian matrix,  labels the eigenvectors, A = LxLy is the
cross sectional area of the sample in the xy plane, n共兲 are
harmonic oscillator eigenfunctions evaluated at  = x − 2ky,
and Un,m,kz,共z兲 are eight complex envelope functions 共m
= 1 , . . . , 8兲 for the th eigenstate. A finite difference scheme
is used to obtain the energies and wave functions in the superlattice. Substituting Fn, from Eq. 共2兲 into the effective
mass Schrödinger equation with H given by Eq. 共1兲, we obtain a matrix eigenvalue equation
HnFn, = En,共kz兲Fn, ,

共3兲

that can be solved for each allowed value of the Landau
quantum number n and wave vector kz to obtain eigenvalues
and eigenvectors. The resulting eigenvalues are the Landau
levels, denoted En,共kz兲, where n labels the Landau level and
 labels the eigenenergies belonging to the same Landau
level in ascending order. The corresponding eigenvectors
Fn, are the cell periodic functions Un,m,kz,共zi兲 evaluated at
the grid points zi.
While this model explicitly incorporates pseudomorphic
strain in the superlattice band structure through HS, excitonic
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TABLE I. Material parameters for InAs and GaAs.
Parameter

InAs

Energy gap
0.417a
Eg 共eV, T = 0兲
␣ 共meV/K兲
0.276a
␤ 共K兲
93a
Electron effective mass
m*e / m0 共T = 0兲
0.026a共0.022兲b
Luttinger parameters
␥L1
20.0a
L
␥2
8.5a
L
␥3
9.2a
Spin-orbit splitting
⌬ 共eV兲
0.39a
Optical matrix parameters
E p 共eV兲
21.5a
Kane parameter
F 共T = 0兲
−2.9a
Deformation potentials
ac 共eV兲
−5.68a
av 共eV兲
1.0a
b 共eV兲
−1.8a
Elastic constants
c11 共GPa兲
832.9a
c12 共GPa兲
452.6a
Refractive index
nr
3.42c

alloy, material parameters are interpolated from InAs and
GaAs values using bowing parameters as described in
Ref. 29.

GaAs
1.519a
0.5405a
204a
0.067a
6.98a
2.06a
2.93a

冋

T̂e共k̂e兲 + T̂h共k̂h兲 + Ve共ze兲 + Vh共zh兲 −

e2

冑r2 + 共ze − zh兲2

册

⌿
共5兲

= E⌿,

28.8a

with

−1.94a

储

k̂e = K − i

−7.17a
1.16a
−2.0a

储

k̂h = K + i

1221a
566a
3.4c

Reference 29.
22.
c
Reference 33.
bReference

effects resulting from the Coulomb interaction are not included. In these calculations, the conduction band offset is
taken to be 0.7 of the total band offset and the strain in the
wells is determined by the average lattice constant in the
superlattice while the barrier lattice constant is pinned to the
substrate lattice constant.26
We calculate the magneto-optical absorption coefficient at
a photon energy ប from27
ប
⑀2共ប兲,
共បc兲nr

The incorporation of the Coulomb interaction is accomplished by modifiying the theory of Bauer and Ando3 for
high magnetic fields. In magnetic fields, the excitonic Hamiltonian acquires explicit dependence on the electron and hole
coordinates through the vector potential. Although this seemingly precludes the free center of mass motion of the exciton,
a standard gauge transformation reduces the initial magnetoexciton problem to a solution of the Schrödinger
equation30–32

0.341a

a

␣共ប兲 =

2. Modified Bauer-Ando theory for high magnetic fields

共4兲

where ⑀2共ប兲 is the imaginary part of the dielectric function
and nr is the index of refraction. The imaginary part of the
dielectric function is found using Fermi’s golden rule.
The material parameters we use for the InGaAs wells and
the GaAs barriers are shown in Table I. For the temperaturedependent energy gap Eg共T兲, we use the empirical Varshni
formula.28 The InAs electron mass used in our model is taken
to be 0.022. The value of 0.022 for the InAs electron mass is
consistent with recent cyclotron resonance measurements
taken on InAs and analyzed in Ref. 22 using a bulk version
of our eight band k · p model. Finally, for the In0.2Ga0.8As


e
+
B ⫻ r,
r 2បc

k̂ze = − i


,
ze


e
+
B ⫻ r,
r 2បc

k̂zh = − i


.
zh

Note that Eq. 共5兲 involves only the electron-hole relative
coordinate r in the plane of the quantum well and formally is
a one-particle equation. The T̂e and T̂h are the electron and
hole kinetic energies and, in general, are expressed by multiband Hamiltonians. The in-plane wave vector K describes
the center-of-mass motion. Since the main contribution to the
optical transitions comes from the excitons at rest, we seek
solutions of Eq. 共5兲 with K = 0.
We solve Eq. 共5兲 by expanding the wave function in a
large basis and then diagonalizing the corresponding Hamiltonian matrix. The general form of the wave function is then
⌿=

兺

s,s⬘,i,j,n

⬘
As,s
i,j,ni共ze兲 j共zh兲n共r兲兩s典兩s⬘典,

共6兲

where 兩s典 and 兩s⬘典 label electron and hole Bloch amplitudes.
To ensure the fast convergence of the sum 共6兲 at low
fields, one can use the solutions of the two-dimensional exciton problem as a basis set.3 This basis provides fast convergence in the case of relatively weak magnetic fields
共when the cyclotron energy is much smaller than the exciton
binding energy兲, however, this basis set is only appropriate
for magnetic fields up to 10 T. For stronger magnetic fields,
we choose as a basis solutions of the problem without Coulomb interaction. A similar approach was explored in Ref.
17, where the product of electron and hole Landau level
wave functions was used as a basis. However, Eq. 共5兲 is
essentially one-particle for in-plane motion, suggesting the
possibility to choose a “one-particle⬙ basis which depends
only on relative coordinate r. In addition, the calculations in
Ref. 17 were performed in the Landau gauge which does not
allow us to fully explore the axial symmetry of the problem.
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FIG. 2. 共Color online.兲 共a兲 Absorption spectra at 共a兲 zero field
and 共b兲 30 T for samples S1 and S2 for − polarization. At zero
field, only HH and LH excitons are present in S1, while S2 also
shows a weak dark state D2. In contrast, the high field absorption
spectra display much stronger dark exciton states in both samples.

FIG. 1. 共Color online.兲 共a兲, 共b兲 Experimental magnetoabsorption
spectra for In0.2Ga0.8As/ GaAs multiple quantum wells with − polarization at 4.2 K for various fields up to 30 T. At zero field, three
prominent peaks, indicated by H10, L10, and H20, are lowest HH
exciton, lowest LH exciton, and second lowest HH exciton state,
respectively. The lines D20 and D21 are assigned to the lowest and
second lowest “dark” magnetoexcitons associated with the ne = 1
electrons and nh = 2 heavy holes. The arrows are guides to the eye
for separated magnetoexciton peaks. 共c兲 Theoretical absorption
spectra computed using an eight band Pidgeon-Brown effective
mass model. The dark state D20 is clearly visible in the spectra
above 20 T.

In our model as a basis for in-plane motion we use “oneparticle⬙ functions n共r兲, calculated in the symmetric gauge,
where the projection of angular momentum on the field direction is a good quantum number. As a basis in the z direction, we use the set of harmonic oscillator wave functions
with a nonlinear variational parameter. For conduction electrons, we assume a simple parabolic kinetic energy while for
holes we use the Luttinger Hamiltonian24 in the axial approximation. The electron effective mass, Luttinger parameters, deformation potentials, and elastic constants used are
the same as those used in the Pidgeon-Brown model and are
listed in Table I.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figures 1共a兲 and 1共b兲 display a series of representative
absorption spectra as a function of magnetic field for the case

of − polarization for S1 and S2. Note that at zero field, the
HH and LH splitting is large 共approaching 100 meV in both
cases兲. As the field is increased, four effects are observed: 共1兲
the absorption spectrum evolves from a steplike twodimensional to a delta-function-like zero-dimensional density of states, 共2兲 the magnetoexciton levels are resolved up
to N = 6 共N = 2兲 for the HH 共LH兲 excitons, 共3兲 the dark state
D2N develops into a clearly resolved distinct peak, and 共4兲
significantly, the H1N subbands with N 艌 1 split into two
lines 关indicated by the arrows in Figs. 1共a兲 and 1共b兲兴. The
energy at which the splitting occurs is found to be roughly
the same distance below L10 for each state and is independent of polarization. The observation of the normally parityforbidden D20 transition arises from the broken inversion
symmetry in the presence of the magnetic field. Figure 1共c兲
shows the theoretically computed magneto-absorption spectra using the Pidgeon-Brown model corresponding to the experimental situation in Fig. 1共a兲. This theory reproduces the
experimental features reasonably well, with one exception,
namely, that there is no evidence of anticrossing of the
H1N-D30 and H1N-D31 states.
In an ideal quantum well with infinite barriers, interband
transitions occur only when N = M and ne = nh 共nl兲. However,
ne ⫽ nh 共nl兲 共“dark”兲 transitions are usually weakly allowed
in real quantum wells due to finite barrier size, lack of inversion symmetry, and perturbations such as strain or valenceband mixing. Thus, coupling between ne ⫽ nh 共nl兲 states is
weakly allowed in these heterostructures, and we expect that
our samples may show the existence of dark states at zero
field. In Fig. 2共a兲, we display the zero field absorption spectra of S1 and S2 for excitation with − polarization. Sample
S1 shows no evidence of a dark state, while sample S2 shows
a transition at 1.35 eV. Nonetheless, the absorption spectra
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FIG. 3. 共Color online.兲 Magnetoexciton spectral line positions in
共a兲 S1 and 共b兲 S2, for + 共solid circle兲 and − 共hollow circle兲. The
solid 共dotted兲 lines depict the fitting curves of 2D magnetoexciton
transitions for nominally allowed 共forbidden兲 states.

of both samples indicate the presence of D20 at 30 T 关Fig.
2共b兲兴. This occurs for both − and +. More importantly, the
oscillator strength at 30 T for sample S2 is larger by a factor
of 18 than the zero field case, much greater than would be
expected by changes due to the magnetic field increase
alone. The amplification of the dark state in S2 and its absence in S1 indicate that bright-dark mixing is a universal
phenomenon in the In0.2Ga0.8As/ GaAs system.
Figure 3共a兲 shows the prominent exciton lines obtained
from fitting the experimental data in Fig. 1共a兲 and 1共b兲. The
filled 共open兲 circles are obtained from measurements with +
共−兲 polarizations. H15, H16, L11, and L12 are omitted for
clarity although they were experimentally observed. The
solid lines in Fig. 3 are theoretical curves with reduced exciton mass , exciton binding energy EX, and QW energy
gap as fitting parameters while neglecting spin splitting and
setting the dielectric constant ⑀ at 11.61.34 By comparing the
excitonic Rydberg energy R*y to cyclotron energy បc, the
optically allowed transitions are fit using a hydrogenic 共free
Landau-level-like兲 exciton model for ␥ ⬍ 1 共␥ ⬎ 1兲, where
␥ = បc / 共2R*y 兲.23,35 The dotted lines correspond to the forbidden transitions with the inversion symmetry being preserved.
The zero-field positions of D20 and D31 were confirmed
from the estimated band structure including strain effects.
D2n and D3n are interpolated over the whole range from
experimental data, assuming an effective mass identical to
H1n. As indicated by the D20 line in Fig. 3共b兲 where the
low-field data is well linked to high-field data, the assumption of the same effective mass is valid and can supply
frames for tracing the invisible lines. Two features are noteworthy. First, our data show that D30 is well separated and
not coupled to L10. Thus, it should not acquire “bright” character through valence-band mixing.5,10 In addition, the Landau subbands of H1N are split into two lines below 共above兲
L10 exactly around the D30 共D31兲 energy position, while the
more optically active D20 and D21 do not affect the H1N
subbands. Therefore, the splitting is sensitive to the parity of
the dark and bright exciton branches.
The failure of a model incorporating valence band complexity to explain these anticrossings leads us to consider
other mechanisms. There are two lines of evidence which
suggest that the Coulomb interaction induces the splitting at

FIG. 4. 共Color online.兲 共a兲 Calculated prominent magnetoexciton states based on the modified Bauer-Ando model, showing anticrossings for the H11-D30 and H12-D31 lines. 共b兲 Expanded view
of the region around the H11-D30 anticrossing 关shown as the box in
共a兲兴, comparing the experimental data 共solid circles兲, valence band
complexity 共dashed line兲, and Coulomb interaction 共solid light gray
line兲.

the mixing points. First, the incorporation of Coulomb interaction in our calculations 共modified Bauer-Ando兲 leads to
anticrossings in the predicted spectra. This can be seen in
Fig. 4, where we present the results of our simulation of
absorption spectra for sample S2. Figure 4共a兲 displays the
field-dependent magnetoabsorption spectra over a magnetic
field range of 30 T. Avoided crossings of the H11-D30 and
H12-D31 lines are evident. Figure 4共b兲 compares the experimental data with both the Pidgeon-Brown and the modified
Bauer-Ando models for the H11 and D30 states. In contrast
to the 9 meV splitting exhibited in the experiment, the
Pidgeon-Brown data shows no splitting. In contrast, the addition of the Coulomb interaction in the theory leads to an
anticrossing in these states.
A second line of evidence comes from examining the
character of the spectra at high carrier densities. Using a
femtosecond pulsed laser source, we can excite high densities on short times scales before significant recombination
can occur. Figure 5 displays field-dependent magnetophotoluminescence 共MPL兲 spectra upon excitation by 775 nm,
150 fs pulses from a high power chirped pulse amplifier
共CPA兲 at excitation intensities of 1.5 and 15 GW/ cm2. At
these excitation powers, carrier densities of 4.5⫻ 1011 cm2
关Fig. 5共a兲兴 and 4.5⫻ 1012 cm2 关Fig. 5共b兲兴 are generated. As
with the low density absorption spectra, the MPL spectra
show various higher Landau-level states, but we do not observe any anticrossing even though clearly resolved higher
LL states are visible. This is consistent with the mixing having a Coulombic origin. At high densities, the Coulomb interaction is screened out, and excitonic states are replaced
with magnetoplasmonic behavior.36
The magnitude 共⬃2 meV兲 of the predicted splitting is
considerably smaller than the measured value of ⬃9 meV.
Thus, while our results identify the Coulomb interaction as
important in the origin of the anticrossing, the large difference between the measured and theoretical energy splitting
indicates that other mechanisms are also involved. One clue
to the origin of the repulsive energy can be found by com-
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FIG. 6. 共Color online.兲 共a兲 Field dependent Zeeman splitting for
the H1N subbands. The solid lines are a guide to eye. At the fields
denoted by dashed vertical line in 共a兲, the individual + 共solid lines兲
and − 共dotted lines兲 spectra are plotted for 12 T 共b兲 and 23 T 共c兲.

action between the excitons. This strain breaks the rotational
symmetry of the problem 共which was used in the Coulomb
calculations兲 and may substantially increase the magnitude
of anticrossing matrix elements.
FIG. 5. 共Color online.兲 Magnetophotoluminescence spectra obtained after excitation by high power femtosecond pulses at carrier
densities of 共a兲 4.5⫻ 1011 cm2 and 共b兲 4.5⫻ 1012 cm2. In contrast to
CW absorption spectra, no evidence of anticrossing behavior is
seen.

paring the magnitude of the anticrossing energy with the
strain in each sample. Sample S1 共grown at the higher temperature兲 exhibits an HH-LH splitting of 78 meV at zero
field with a measured H11-D30 splitting of 8.3 meV, while
sample S2 has a HH-LH splitting of 89 meV and a
H11-D30 level separation of 9.1 meV. In general the amount
of uniaxial strain present in a system increases the HH-LH
splittings. Thus, the larger splitting in S2 compared to S1
implies the correlation of the mixing strength with uniaxial
strain and it is likely that strain plays a role in determining
the splitting. It is important to emphasize, however, that the
model including strain but not Coulomb effects predicts no
level repulsion and thus strain is not solely responsible for
the observed behavior.
In principle, there are a number of possible causes for the
enhanced HH-LH splittings. The deviation of the magnetic
field direction from the quantum well growth direction results in an in-plane component which can break the rotational symmetry of the Hamiltonian. While care was taken to
ensure that the samples were mounted with the quantum
growth directions parallel to the magnetic field axis to better
than one degree, a misalignment of this magnitude produces
an in-plane magnetic field component of approximately
0.4 T. In addition, any valence band warping breaks the rotational invariance and might be, in principle, responsible for
anticrossing. However, based on the differences in the splittings for our samples and their correlation with growth temperature, we believe that the the presence of uniaxial strain in
the planes of the quantum wells in our highly strained
samples enhances the splitting caused by the Coulomb inter-

IV. SPIN CHARACTER OF THE MIXED STATES

In addition to the optical character of the mixed states, our
experiments also allow us to investigate how the mixed
states “share” their spin 共g-factor兲 character. Near the anticrossing point, the wave function H1N mixes with D3N⬘ to
reveal a new set of wave functions:

1 = C1D3N⬘ + C2H1N ,

共7兲

2 = C2D3N⬘ − C1H1N ,

共8兲

where coupling coefficients C1 and C2, which are functions
of the Coulomb interaction potential VN,N⬘, are normalized to
unity 共C21 + C22 = 1兲. Since D3N⬘ is optically inactive, the optical character of the new states 1,2 preserves the identity of
H1N by sharing its original oscillator strength. Hence, they
are polarized in the same way. We can describe their polarization state by examining the Zeeman splitting ␦ = E共+兲
− E共−兲 = −gex0B between + and − polarizations, where
gex is the exciton g factor and 0 is the Bohr magneton. gex
is the sum of effective hole g-factor gh, which consists of
valence-band Luttinger parameters,37 and electron g-factor
g e.
Figure 6共a兲 shows measured ␦ for H1N transitions with N
up to 3 for S2. The detailed shifts of ␦ for various coupled
peaks are shown in Figs. 6共b兲 for 12 T and 6共c兲 23 T. From
Fig. 6共a兲, in all cases gex initially is negative and decreasing
in value at low fields, reaching a minimum value and then
increasing. Within a field range of 45 T, H1N levels with N
艌 1 show a sign reversal of gex. The field at which the sign
change occurs scales roughly inversely with subband index
N. That the spin character of the dark states arises from their
bright companion can be seen by comparing the H1N, D3N⬘,
and L10 peaks in Figs. 6共b兲 and 6共c兲. For the three mixed
branches 共1兲 H12-D30 关in Fig. 6共b兲兴, 共2兲 H11-D30, and 共3兲
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H12-D31 关in Fig. 6共c兲兴, the sign of ␦ 共gex兲 for mixed states
follow H1N, regardless of the subband index 共N , N⬘兲. In contrast, the light holes L10 shift in the opposite direction, and
thus possesses the opposite sign of gex in both cases. This
further indicates that the mixing is obtained without interference from the LH excitons. These general features of the
spin character were also observed in S1 but with different
energy positions and HH-LH separations.

intrinsic strain. Qualitative agreements were achieved on
mixing strengths and polarization dependencies of the mixed
states. Field-dependent Zeeman splitting suggests that the
spin character of the dark states comes from their bright exciton partners though the coupled states are a linear combination of dark and bright excitons whose energy variations
are redefined through off-diagonal matrix terms in the Luttinger Hamiltonian.
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